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SPEAKER,  AUTHOR,  
CO-FOUNDER

& CULTURE COACH

SPEAKER KIT



Hi, I'm Yves!
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER & COACH

 Yves Doucet's quest for bridging solutions to problems started very early in his life
as a graduate of UNB School of Engineering. With over a 30+ year career, he has
started 18 companies that foster enthusiasm and talent through local investment. An
inquisitive student of life, Yves prides himself on sharing what he has learned. You
could call him a philanthropist of time as he seeks to make others better around
him with the knowledge he has gained through reading, documentary watching,
and constant introspection. Yves recently authored two books on leadership and
personal growth, his more recent called "The Op-Ed of Leadership". By title, he is a
co-founder of a successful timesheet company called Dovico, but by passion, he is
a Culture Coach. He looks for passion in his team and matches that passion with
business. It is what makes his time and life meaningful. 



Client  Testimonials

SPEAKING TOPICS

You Don’t Need A Title to Lead; You Need to Be Here
It’s never been more important to be present in your
role. And with the ever-changing world around us,
there’s a dire need for real, raw leadership in times of
uncertainty. 

The Great Resignation Is Not New; It’s An Opposite 
Though time is evolving what the workplace looks like,
it’s nothing new. In order to make your team feel
appreciated and nurtured, you must take steps to instill
confidence in your employees.

Leading In the World of Freedom
Audiences will discover what it means to lead in the
world of freedom, how that looks in your organization,
why it amplifies a stable work environment, and take
away tactical tools to install as soon as they hit the
ground running.  

‘Yves is truly inspiring. He
delivered a heartfelt message to
the YFC team, and we
appreciated hearing about his
personal and business journey. His
energy is contagious and he
easily kept everyone's attention
throughout the presentation.
Thank you, Yves, for sharing your
journey and wisdom with us.'

‘Yves is an incredibly gifted
speaker with a wealth of wisdom
and experience to share with the
world! Yves led an amazing
session with my entire Team on the
living with purpose and value-
building within the team! His words
were so heart-felt and his entire
message so perfectly positive: it
was exactly what my team
needed to hear on that day!’

Johanne Gallant, President &
CEO,  Fredericton International
Airport Authority Inc.

John Gonzales, CEO & Founder 
Rehab1 Performance Center



The Books

The Op-Ed of Leadership
This book is filled with poignant stories
and lessons that can help anyone
looking for more peace in their lives.
Yves provides clear insights into how we
can all become better leaders by
making small changes in our behaviour.
This book is worth reading if you’re
looking to develop your leadership skills
and inspire others.

YVESDOUCET.COM/SHOP

I Am a Seed
Sharing intensely personal stories of his
career and family, he gives genuine
examples of how journaling can impact
one's existence. He explains how
journaling helped him identify the most
essential things in his life and how it
helped him start again and grow. "I Am
A Seed" is a living book that will inspire
you to take up a journaling habit. 



GET IN TOUCH

Your team is one talk away from
revolutionizing the way they lead,
operate, and inspire.  

LEADERSHIP WITHIN

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

Leadership has never been so important and
yet so difficult to define. In a world that is
more competitive now than ever; how can
leaders differentiate themselves from the
rest? Instead of focusing on building better
products we need to build better teams,
better characters, and better habits. 

Witness the remarkable transformation as
Yves Doucet leaves your audience feeling
invigorated and eager to tackle their
leadership responsibilities with a new
perspective and refreshed outlook.

www.yvesdoucet.com

instagram.com/yves_doucet
facebook.com/yvesdoucetwords


